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Abstract 

 
In a short period of time, virtual reality has taken over the 

media, tending to promote that idea that it is a new technology. In 
fact, all started as early as the seventies and eighties, for portable 
devices (e.g. Head-Mounted Displays) as well as for complex and 
large devices (CAVEs). In this paper, we try to put these different 
systems in perspective, and to show the interest of comparing them 
in an experimental approach.  

 

Introduction  
 

If you look at the news and/or social network sites, you might think 
that the age of the HMD ( for Head-Mounted Display) has come, 
and that it is going to be the ultimate display Ivan Sutherland was 
dreaming of in 1965 [1]. Well, for one thing, HMD are no new story. 
Back to 1965, lucky ones could test the "Sword of Damocles (figure 
1). Since then, it is certainly true that technological power has taken 
over the wireframe cube rotating in the viewer's field of view. 
However, for this device and the idea of immersing the viewer in a 
surrounding virtual environment, Sutherland is often coined as the 
"inventor" of Virtual Reality. For him, the purpose of virtual reality 
was to look at the (visual) display as a "window" to a realistic virtual 
environment.   

 

 
 
 

Figure 1. The Sword of Damocles [1].  Two cathodic tubes cover the subject's 
eyes; his motions are acquired by a robotic arm, to insure real-time adjustments 
of 3D images. This is considered as the first Virtual Reality system.  

Since then, many advances have been made, including 
developments by NASA Ames Research Center in the Eighties [2, 
3], or by people around Fred Brooks [4], at Chapel Hill (such as 
Henry Fuchs, and the recent initiative for telepresence, through the 
BeingThere International Center). The "Virtual Environment 
Workstation" included a LCD display and a Polhemus head tracker 
and represented, on that respect, a significant technological 
progress, as compared to the "Ultimate Display" (figure 2).  We are 
today getting closer to that "embodied" vision, which is not far from 
the vision of a totally immersive cinema, stimulating all the senses, 
by Morton Heilig [5] or the proposition of Virtual Reality as a 
"mind-expanding" feature, by Myron Krueger [6].  

 
 

 

Figure 2. The NASA's First HMD. Note the first "dataglove", used for interacting 
with the virtual environment. 

It would be pointless to enumerate all the HMDs that were invented 
and/or commercialized. For an historical view, the reader might 
refer to [7].   
 

To make a long story short, we are now facing modern HMDs, 
like the Oculus Rift or the HTC Vive, that come to the (potentially) 
mass-media market, with relatively low prices and good spatio-
temporal resolution. However, see below.  

 
Of the other side (of the VR arena) is the CAVE system [8]. 

The main purpose of this multi-screen device is to stimulate the 
entire visual field of the subject (see figure 3), while insuring real-
time interactivity, using motion-tracking cameras.  

The CAVE has evolved as well, and a few attempts were made 
to develop "low-cost" CAVEs [10]. An interesting recent 
development is the StarCAVE [11], developed in collaboration 
between EVL in Chicago and UCSD. This system optimizes visual 
and auditory immersion, as compared to the original CAVE concept. 
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Figure 3. A subject inside a CAVE system, consisting in 4 screens (3 vertical 
"walls" and a "floor". This is the most common type of CAVE, using DLP 
stereoscopic projectors. A few six-sided CAVES exist, favoring a more 
complete immersion. See for instance [9]. 

From this quick review, it is clear that both HMD and CAVE 
systems have coexisted from the "birth" of Virtual Reality (that is 
1965 and not merely 2016), and continue to evolve over the years, 
along with technological advances, including computing and 
rendering power as well as material cost. 

Today, some will claim that the huge difference in price 
between a HMD (a thousand dollars) and a Cave (a couple hundred 
thousand dollars) is a potential "killer" factor. However, this simple 
argument is (perhaps) valid for the mass market of video gaming. It 
however fails to consider all the factors involved in the respective 
utility of different devices. In the following lines, we will present 
some arguments, open for future discussion.  

 
 

Pros and Cons 
 
First of all, the main serious argument (and valid as of today's 

technology) is the fact that the CAVE is also a collaborative 
environment, whereas a HMD isolates the user from his/her 
immediate surroundings, including other humans. Initiatives are 
now been made to go around this limitation of HMDs, including 
Kinect or Leap Motion devices, used to reproduce a sketchy picture 
of the real environment.  

However, it remains that a CAVE is suited for collaborative 
work, and acts in this sense as an immersive Computer-Aided 
Design device. In this sense, the Fraunhofer IAO Institute has 
developed a complete argumentation on that point [12], around the 
concept of Immersive Engineering. One limitation of this 
argumentation is that, usually, only one person is tracked in a 
CAVE, thus having the correct point of view on the environment. 
This is true, but recent input from industrial partners suggest that 
CEOs strongly prefer the CAVE solution, even with this one-person 
imitation, as compared to the HMD (including hygienic concerns).  

 
Talking about immersion, an HMD seems to be better, since 

the virtual environment is visible all around the subject, which is not 
the case in a "classical" four-sided cave, in which the ceiling and 
back-screen are "missing". This means that the subject loses 
immersion whenever she looks up (expect in a five-sided cave) or 
back. As mentioned, there are a few six-sided cave. Besides their 
cost, they are technically complex and might cause claustrophobia, 
not mentioning ventilation problems.  

 

On this aspect, the HMD seems to be a winner. However, this 
notion of "everywhere" immersion is misleading, since the subject 
had to turn his head to see the virtual environment. This is related to 
two problems that have different aspects, depending on the device. 

 
First, the extent of the instantaneous field of view is commonly 

around 100 degrees (less in previous generations) in a HMD. This 
is significantly inferior to the human actual field of view, being 
around 190 degrees in the horizontal dimension and 120 in the 
vertical dimension. On this aspect, the CAVE field of view is close 
to these values (with the limitations mentioned above). There has 
been a few HMDs with larger fields of view. The Sensics piSight 
system, using a configuration of 12 screen panels per eye had a field 
of view up to 150 degrees. It is however quite difficult to calibrate 
(geometrically and in terms of colorimetry and luminance). It also 
requires a cluster of computers to run, which disqualifies it as a 
"low-cost" HMD. It is however worthy to mention that efforts are 
still being to investigate the usability of high-end HMDs, in an 
industrial and/or scholar context.  

 
Secondly, with the HMD, having to turn one's head to "see the 

world" means graphics computing, which means temporal delay and 
latency. It is well known now that latency means 1) a perceived non 
stability of the virtual environment, which leads to breaks in 
presence [13] and 2) potential cybersickness, due to sensorimotor 
incongruences and/or a visuo-vestibular sensorial conflict [14].  
Brooks [4] mentions that professional jet pilots are able to mention 
latencies as low as 50 msec. This is significantly inferior to classical 
"real-time loop" in a CAVE system, running at 60 Hz, in which the 
overall latency is never inferior to 3 times the base temporal base of 
17 msec, hence a lower threshold of around 50 msec. In fact, the 
latency is always between 50 and 100 msec in a CAVE. This is 
correct to enable acceptable visuo-motor control (a number of 
previous HCI studies has shown that latencies above 100 msec 
significantly impair performance, while latencies above 300 msec 
make visuomotor coordination almost impossible.  

On this problem, recent developments by Oculus or Vive have 
made significant progress. In particular, Oculus announces an 
overall latency of 26 msec. On this point, these HMDs have a clear 
advantage over a CAVE. They use their own motion tracking system 
and optimize graphics rendering. It will be interesting to see whether 
progress can be made in a CAVE, notably by getting rid of PC 
clusters with modern graphics boards. It remains that one need to 
test if the graphics "tricks" to temporally optimize rendering in 
HMDs is or not susceptible of distorting precise perception of virtual 
environments. Here again, the target market is of importance, since 
a gamer does not pay much attention to graphics shortcuts and 
approximation, while this aspect is decisive in a "serious" 
application searching for valid conclusions from virtual reality 
experiments.  

Finally, a few words about spatial and temporal resolution. 
First, concerning spatial resolution, Michael Abrash, at Oculus 
Connect 2014, mentioned that we are far from matching the 
resolution power of the human eye. Today, our favorite HMDs offer 
the same number of pixels per eye: 1200 x 1080. High-end CAVE 
systems deliver over 16 million pixels par screen, for a total of 100M 
pixels [9]. However, the number of pixels does not really make 
sense, since the angular size of a pixel, which refers directly to the 
resolution power of the eye, depends on the distance of the eye to 
the projection screen. Moreover, when Michael Abrash mentioned 
the huge pixel resolution necessary to match the human eye, he 
assumed that we need optimal resolution at any moment all over the 
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display screen. This is the default option, because we do not know 
when and where the eye will fall. However, we also know that the 
resolution of our visual system is not the same across the visual field, 
being highest at the fovea and decreasing dramatically in peripheral 
vision (for instance, refer to the cortical magnification factor [15]). 
Confronted with this fact, vision scientists have long been trying to 
develop gaze contingent displays [16]. This manipulation of the 
rendered image requires real-time acquisition of the position of gaze 
in the virtual environment, which, by itself, poses a number of 
technological problems. However, advances have been made, 
including gaze capture inside a HMD. The real problem with gaze 
contingency is in the temporal domain. Saccades are (more or less) 
unpredictable and incredibly fast (over 600 degrees/sec peak 
velocity).  In the current state of the technology, this would require 
tracking latencies well below what is achievable.  

 
Now, concerning temporal resolution: Most CAVE systems 

run at 60 frames per second, while "modern" HMDs run at 90 Hz. 
Referring to early standards of VR, saying that 20 Hz was enough, 
we are now in a more comfortable zone of smooth motion 
perception. However, it is illusory to say that 90 Hz is always 
enough to enable the perception of continuous motion. In fact, 
systematic studies revealed that there an upper displacement limit of 
a given pixel from one frame to the next, for a given frame rate, 
above which the continuity of motion is lost [17]. In our own 
experiments [18], using SGI hardware at 75 Hz, we found that it was 
not possible to investigate retinal speed above around 30 
degrees/second. In other words, as compared to the analogical 
nature of our visual system, the digital nature of computer graphics 
poses serious challenges and more power/resolution remains to be 
developed.  

 
Finally, we will evoke quickly the accommodation-vergence 

issue in virtual environments. The fact that we use flat displays 
(being computer screens, CAVE walls or HMDs' OLED screens) 
results in the fact that accommodation is fixed on the screen. We 
will not discuss here the fact that this might cause serious 
ophthalmological problems, such as myopia for future generations 
using tablets from birth. More specifically, in the case of 
stereoscopic displays, this creates a decoupling between vergence 
and accommodation mechanisms of human vision. Recent studies 
have shown that such decoupling of a natural behavior impairs 
visual performance and causes visual fatigue [19, 20]. This problem 
exists in the CAVE as well as in the HMD.  

 
Up to now, we saw that many problems, of technological as 

well sensorimotor nature, exist whatever the system used, and that 
progress has to be made at a number of levels: oculomotor coupling, 
temporal and spatial resolution, system latency, extent of the field 
of view. We would like to turn now to short (narrative) reports of 
recent experiments using one system or both, to give some feedback 
at a more experiential level 

 

Experimental observations 
 

Interacting with objects 
 
First of all, we encountered a classical problem, when studying 

simple reaching and tracking arm and finger movements inside a 
CAVE system [21]. We were trying to study the effect of 

vibrotactile feedback for collision avoidance, since haptics feedback 
remains a hard problem in virtual reality. 

In fact, in a CAVE, having a force-feedback poses a perceptual 
problem, since the apparatus itself has (often) nothing to do inside 
the virtual environment. On the other hand, not having haptics 
feedback, does not prevent subjects to "pass through" virtual objects. 
Once that happens, the objects instantaneously become transparent 
and their "presence" is lost. Such a problem does not exist using an 
HMD. However, as we will see, other problems arise.  

 

Acted affordances 
 
In this line of research, we evaluated embodied presence in 

virtual environments, which is the way presence in VR can be 
directly observed at a behavioral level. To do so, we designed a 
simple experiment, in which subjects were asked to pass through an 
aperture of variable width. In normal (real) circumstances subjects 
systematically rotate their shoulders, in order to avoid "colliding" the 
environment [22]. We essentially observed the same behavior in a 
virtual environment [23], thus qualifying our approach to presence.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 4. Representation of the virtual environment, with the variable width 
aperture and the subject rotating his/her shoulder to pass through.  

We decided to replicate this experiment using a HMD (Oculus 
DK2), in a similar virtual environment (figure 4). In this case, one 
observation can be immediately made: when you put the helmet on, 
you no longer see your own body. We then decided to use the vision 
of an avatar of the subject's own body as an experimental factor. To 
do that, the subject was equipped by whole body markers (ART 
system) and a co-localized avatar of him/herself could be inserted in 
the visual display.  

Results are straightforward. Without the self-avatar, subjects 
collide with the aperture borders more than half of the time (for a 
small aperture of 40 cm). Collisions are significantly reduced with 
the self-avatar [22]. Such results clearly demonstrate that the 
presence of a visual representation of your own body, co-localized 
in real-time with your own movements is decisive in enabling one 
to calibrate body-environment relationships.   

At first view, this is a clear advantage for the CAVE, in which 
the vision of your own body is always present. 

 

Clinical feedback 
 
Another supporting argument for the crucial role of the vision 

of your own body comes from recent evaluations we conducted 
during a clinical protocol involving Virtual Reality Exposure 
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Therapy for patients suffering from acrophobia (fear of heights).  
Figure 3 (above) shows an example of one subject crossing a high 
bridge across a deep canyon. 

In a few words, this type of exposure therapy, in which the 
intensity of the virtual height can be adjusted to a given patient at a 
given movement works remarkably well, as was previously 
documented [25]. However, during the therapeutic process, it was 
evident, from observing the patients, that the natural vision of their 
own body was important in the process, maybe more so in the case 
of acrophobia therapy, because the patients were almost always 
looking down. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Form what was sketched above, it is quite difficult to say which 

device is best, between a CAVE and a HMD. For both devices, there 
are important factors (field of view, latency, visual fatigue, 
cybersickness...) that remain to be fixed. These current limitations 
exist, at different levels, for both devices. The money argument is 
certainly a significant one. However, it certainly has more weight in 
the general public than for professional/scientific applications, in 
which the validity and generalization of the results obtained during 
virtual reality evaluations is fundamental. 

 
One argument we finally want to put forward is the fact that a 

HMD isolates, at least visually, the subject from his/her 
surroundings. One might argue that, in the future, cluster of 
synchronized HMDs will be available, in which a number of 
subjects will be able to see and interact with each other. 

 
However, we are not there yet. From our own experiments with 

HMDs, we concluded that a vision of your own body has to be 
brought into the HMD. Clearly, systematic comparisons between 
CAVE and HMD are missing. In the domain of virtual therapy, this 
issue is important, since patricians would rather use a portable (and 
low-cost) HMD rather than having to bring their patients in a CAVE 
facility.  

We are aware of two papers trying to compare HMD and 
CAVE for the treatment of phobias. [26, 27]. They failed to find any 
difference between both systems. However, they used 
questionnaires of presence to try to assess the difference. As 
presented above, we believe that behavioral evaluations are required 
to obtain a more objective vision of the effects of HMD and CAVE 
systems.  
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